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Abstract—Software testing is critical to the integrity of the
software implementation. The test engineers must design tests
under the premise of ensuring the conformance of software sys-
tem with respect to stakeholder requirements. Generally, require-
ments documents are large and requirements specifications are
represented by NL(natural language) which can be error-prone,
so test plans tend to consume more time and effort. In this paper,
we propose a tool, EARS2TF, which supports test framework
generation from NL requirements specifications. Requirements
specifications are represented by a requirements template EARS
(Easy Approach to Requirements Syntax), which is easy to use
and capable of representing stakeholder requirements with less
ambiguity. To save testing costs, we provide a technique and tool
that allows requirements to be written, edited, and checked for
conformance to existing requirements and EARS syntax, while
allowing test engineers to test directly without validating the
requirements specification. A demo video of this tool is available
at https://youtu.be/fmk4xSRh40k.

Index Terms—test plan, EARS, natural language requirements,
requirements engineering

I. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is the process of review of software require-
ments analysis, design specifications and coding throughout
the whole software development lifecycle, as well as verifying
the quality of the software by measuring and evaluating the
quality of the software to meet stakeholder requirements [1]
[2]. The test plan serves as a blueprint for testing, describing
information needed to perform software product testing such
as the test strategy, objectives, etc. and can help determine
the information and work needed to verify the quality of the
system under test.

The creation of a test plan requires a number of tasks
that are currently mostly done manually and require a lot
of time and effort. Test engineers need to fully understand
and extract test-related information from requirements, most of
which are written in natural language (NL) [3] [4] [5]. Natural
language contains the inherent characteristic of ambiguity
and requirements are often cumbersome, especially in large
software projects, and requirements elicitation is challenging
as they become complex [6]. The complexity and lack of
precision of the requirements causes test planning to become
a time-consuming and error-prone process, and the lack of
automation in the process also leads to additional maintenance
costs.
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The expression of requirements has a significant impact on
the creation of the testing process. Requirements that are not
formally described are usually imprecise and vague, which can
hinder the testing process. Creating requirements according to
requirements templates, also known as Constrained Natural
Language (CNL), can reduce such problems, and EARS [5]
is one of the more popular templates in terms of their use in
industry and their availability to practitioners [7]. The template
specializes the generic requirements syntax into five types to
describe requirements, is concise and clear, and demonstrates
its usability with industrial examples.

In this paper, we use EARS to describe requirements to
ensure their accuracy, and then automatically generate a test
framework from EARS requirements to reduce the cost of
testing while ensuring consistency between requirements and
tests, and to provide the following tool: EARS2TF. This paper
is presented as follows: Section II describes the features of
EARS2TF. Section III shows the evaluation results of three
cases. Section IV discusses related work. We conclude the
paper in Section V.

II. TOOL FEATURES

Fig. 1. EARS2TF tool architecture. Grey boxes show third-party components,
while white boxes denote EARS2TF components

A. Tool Overview

EARS2TF is a testing aid tool based on Eclipse Xtext,
which consists of three main parts: requirements editor, re-
quirements parser, and test framework generator. Fig. 1 shows



the tool architecture. We design our own EARS syntax rules,
requirements conforming to EARS syntax rules can be im-
ported from existing files with the .ears suffix or obtained
by using out requirements editor. EARS requirements can be
parsed by the requirements parser to obtain data useful for
testing, and then the test framework generator generates a test
framework corresponding to the requirements based on the
obtained data.

B. Requirements Editor

In general, requirements are often written with some er-
rors that can lead to testing errors. To make requirements
descriptions more accurate, EASR2TF provides a requirements
editor that describes the syntactic structure of EARS using the
Xtext framework. Our requirements editor enables the written
requirements to conform to the EARS syntax and provides a
more convenient use experience.

C. From Requirements to Test Framework

We designed the test framework by referring to some testing
standards, such as ISO/IEC 29119 [8], UTP (UML Testing
profile) [9], etc. A test framework is a plan for the testing
process, which contains the test object, test architecture, etc.
In order to narrow the gap between requirements and tests, also
to avoid incomplete understanding of requirements leading
to missing tests, EARS2TF can convert EARS requirements
into test frameworks by designing algorithms to read key
information of EARS requirements and then parse them into
corresponding test information, and finally the test framework
can be displayed in the form of text. Testers can then start
testing directly from the test framework, avoiding spending
too much time on requirements and missing test information.

III. EVALUATION

We evaluated EARS2TF by using two examples from a
dataset of public requirements document-PURE [10], which
containing 44, 192 requirement statements, respectively. We
checked and analyzed the results, and almost all of the gener-
ated test plan messages are correct except for 13 messages. The
reason for these error messages is that there are 6 requirement
statements that are untestable assumptions or semantically
incorrect.

IV. RELATED WORK

A lot of existing research has been devoted to automated
testing, such as automatic generation of test cases, test scripts,
etc from NL requirements or restricted requirements [11] [12]
[13] [14]. However, none of these tasks can guarantee correct
results, and some require manual addition of files or manual
intervention to get the correct results. Some approaches focus
on generating test model or test plan. Fischbach et al [6]
generate test model from semi-structured requirements by
extracting Cause-Effect-Graphs. Lukose et al [15] proposed
a tool for guiding a software tester in generating test plans.
All these approaches either do not automatically generate test
plans or the results obtained cannot plan test. To the best,

EARS2TF is the only approach that automates the test planing
from requirements comply with template, and also allows
requirements editing.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a automated planning test tool
from EARS requirements, which includes a requirements
editor allowing requirements editing, writing and checking.
Future work includes the extension of our tool to check the
semantic of requirements and generate test case.
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